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About This Game

Locked inside a mental hospital, your mission is to simply, escape.

This game is very difficult, you get 1 life, 1 hp, limited time & limited ammo, when you die, you start from the beginning.

 Different kind of enemies, ranged and melee.

 Bosses

 Limited ammo

 Limited time

 No checkpoints, you die, you reset.

 3 Difficulty levels

 Multiplayer support, play with a friend (2 player coop)

 Time & Score Leaderboards
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Title: TRIGGERED
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Dry Eel Development
Publisher:
Dry Eel Development
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-Bit only)

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 or AMD R9 270

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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A boss run game, as it is advertised, with no actual bosses. It's more like a permadeath horror twin-stick shooter than it is a boss
run game but that's what it advertised itself as with no mentions of its horror like nature. Though it is in early access it is quite
buggy as well and elevation such as an enemy on stairs are invincible to fire since you can only hit things on your level.

Only the first level is currently playable it seems. Also no tutorials and the difficulties are extrememly unclear as to which is
meant to be easier and harder to what. the 3 difficulties being 'triggering' 'normal' and 'triggered'

https:\/\/youtu.be\/PLyEs2BGrLo. This is a fun little game, even if you suck like i did,
You start with a gun, you run, you shoot, you grab ammunition from the dead... and try to stay alive.
I do not agree with the price point at all.
However the game was fun, And it does have some replay value.
I suggest you give it a shot and support smaller game devs.
Here is a quick little montage of me sucking at this game (as i do with most games lol)
Subscribe and like the video if you want more like this.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=b6nII9cb10o. A hard but fun game that keeps you going over and over until you get past
that one bit that has you stumped.. First off, this game is hard as hell.....and I love it! When you die you lose EVERYTHING, I
didn't expect to lose the characters that I had acquired, but hey, roll with the punches. I am not a huge fan of the price point of
the game, I think it's a little bit high, but it is definitely a quality game from a good team that deserves the support. I put together
a video of the first few levels along with some of my deaths. I would appreciate it if you could check it out and leave me some
love. Game 7\/10
https:\/\/youtu.be\/5XtdssfrXcI
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